
If you assert with a straight face that there is such a thing as gay male culture, people will 

immediately object, citing a thousand different reasons why such a thing is impossible, or 

ridiculous, or offensive, and why anyone who says otherwise is deluded, completely out of 

date, morally suspect, and politically irresponsible…Which probably won’t stop the very 

people who make those objections from telling you a joke about gay men and show tunes – 

even within their next breath.  

         -David Halperin, 2012 

In Brent Harrison’s On A Night Like This, gay male culture is celebrated. Harrison produces a 

discourse around gay masculinity that is more concerned with its aesthetic pleasures and 

practices than its sexual ones. Through a camp aesthetic, Harrison disrupts the assimilationist 

narratives of heteronormativity  that produces a new homonormative paradigm that gay men 1

are expected to replicate.  

The Australian pop star Kylie Minogue is constructed as a gay male icon in the most 

complete sense; Minogue is rendered as representing, producing, and sharing in the elements 

that define a culture that many argue does not or has never existed. The image of the gay man 

prancing to pop music, the argument goes, is an unreal, asexual caricature of gay masculinity; 

the product of heterosexual norms and patriarchal anxieties.  

In some sense, this may be true. This image is inauthentic. Harrison does not deny, 

but revel in this inauthenticity. The pleasures, purposefulness, and the transgressive power of 

these gay male practices are a vehicle for gay meaning. Minogue’s iconography produces a 

critique of the distinctly heterosexual narrative of gay masculinity having reached a point of 

desired equality.  Identifying gay male culture through feathers, frocks, frivolity, and 2

fabulousness actively negates the normalisation of gay masculinity as a sexual identity that 

ought to sit alongside the heterosexual norm. One that best avoid cliché, lest it lose its new-

found privilege.  

Harrison’s work questions if perhaps something is being lost in what appears to be 

liberation. When we confront Minogue here through colour, plastic, CDs, clippings, and 

collages, we are engaged in two, antithetical discourses. The first and most obvious reduces 

gay masculinity to straight femininity. The image of the gay man coveting the female pop star 



is depicted across heteronormative lines. The gay man could easily be swapped for a straight, 

teenage, female. Gay masculinity emulates and desires the hyperfeminine popstar because it 

desires to fully be female. The second co-opts the heteronormative matrix  that produces this 3

myth. Above all else, heterosexuality depends on its self-declared authenticity and 

naturalness. This it imposes upon homosexuality and in recent years, gay liberation has 

attempted to gain its own cultural validity by claiming its roots in nature. The camp aesthetic 

here functions to sever this tie. It is adversarial because camp relies on artifice. Through this, 

Harrison pushes back against and undercuts the legitimising of power granted to gay male 

culture by heterosexual modes. The deliberate and critical use of a camp aesthetic gives us 

reason to pause. The purposeful invocation of camp undercuts its own ‘realness’. “pure 

examples of camp are unintentional: they are dead serious”.  There is no seriousness here. In 4

place of it, Harrison produces more excess, more artifice, less authenticity.  

         Anthony Wheeler, 2017 
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 ‘Heteronormativity’ was a term first coined by literary critic Michael Warner in 1991 in Fear of a Queer 1

Planet. Werner uses the term to name the oppressive and normalising social system that the heterosexual 
dichotomisation of the sexes produces. The term has its roots in cultural anthropologist Gayle Rubin’s critical 
theory of a sex/gender system that identifies specifically heterosexual power hierarchies in patriarchal cultures 
(see Rubin’s The Traffic in Women: Notes on the “Political Economy” of Sex (1975)).

 This is perhaps crystallised the Western world current push for marriage ‘equality’.2

 Philosopher and gender theorist Judith Butler theorises this matrix as the cultural environment that produces 3

and is produced by discourses on sex that take heterosexuality as its starting point. Her major works on this 
include; Gender Trouble: Feminism and the Subversion of Identity (1990), and Bodies that Matter: On the 
Discursive Limits of ‘Sex’ (1993).

Sontag argues that “probably, intending to be camp is always dangerous”.  4
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